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                Wireless medical devices are already in use but mostly as long-term surgical implants, like the defibrillators and pacemakers made by device manufacturers such as Natick, Massachusettsâ€“based Boston Scientific or Fridley, Minnesotaâ€“based Medtronic. Other health sensors can be worn externally, for instance, those that transmit heart activity data or blood sugar levels. But these tend to be bulky and better described as 'portable' rather than 'wearable'.
The past year or so has seen accelerating progress towards true wearability. Sportswear giants, such as Nike and Adidas, and startups like San Franciscoâ€“based FitBit or BodyMedia of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, have struck gold among fitness fanatics with tiny digital devices that track, analyze and share data related to daily exercise, such as the number of steps taken or calories burned. â€œPeople are buying them up like hotcakes,â€� says Ashwin Pushpala, co-founder of San Franciscoâ€“based startup Sano Intelligence part of local incubator Rock Health dedicated to digital healthcare. The interest is such that Pushpala foresees even greater potential for similar wearables that deliver directly actionable medical information straight from home to hospital. Gandhi agrees, noting that whereas exercise sensors are being purchased largely by the highly health-conscious, a truly useful medical device could appeal to a far wider market. â€œIf you can actually demonstrate that you can improve a patient's outcome or accurately diagnose something, you can get a device into the mainstream of medical care,â€� he says.
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